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Downtown Mesa has ample opportunity to serve the region as 
the destination for arts and entertainment.  In order to achieve 
that status, Mesa must first establish an identity that enforces 
this message and captures the attention of potential visitors 
and residents with an emphasis on building up a critical mass 
of population within its downtown.  Our team has devoted our 
creative energies to offer a vision for the future of Mesa’s downtown 
that responds to the conditions that exist today as well as planned 
projects in the foreseeable future.  The result is a contextually 
sensitive design enhancing the environment for a shared experience 
that invites interaction, expression, and entertaining spectacle.

Our analysis of the plaza and surrounding downtown area 
established some conditions that we organized into strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT). 
 

Stregths Weaknesses

Opportunities Threats

Walkable, Future Light Rail, Library, Arts Center,
Form Based Code, Historic, Museums, Colleges

Lack of sustained activity, Lack of identity,
Closing times, Excessive parking

In�ll space, Develop pavement, Expand library,
Expand arts, Main Street to Complete Street

Expense of redevelopment, Stigma, Low income,
Stagnation, Low student enrollment

In order to attract and retain downtown residents this narrative 
will first focus on the livability of the downtown as a whole and 
establish a targeted demographic.  With the downtown conditions 
in focus, we will offer a design strategy for the central plaza that 
will synthesize the opportunities around it.  The result will be a 
proposal we see as synergistic, comprehensive and, most of all, 
prolific.

Vital to any downtown is a Main Street.  We find Mesa’s Main 
Street to be have many elements of a complete street.  Highlights 
include wide continuous sidewalks, plentiful shade structures, on-
street parking, calm traffic, ample crosswalks, street benches, patio 
seating for restaurants and bars, and it seems safe at all times of 
day.  While Main Street has many great qualities, it could improve 

with a protected bike lane, more shade trees, physical barriers 
between outdoor seating and the street, and new interactive (or 
locally derived) sculptures and art.  Investing in streets that work for 
everyone will support local business retention and be essential to a 
vibrant, people-friendly downtown and to capitalize on the future 
light rail traffic.

In our site observations, we witnessed a lack of critical mass and 
presence of people treating Main Street as a destination.  On 
a busier evening, people would dine or arrive for a show, but 
few were witnessed enjoying the public realm.  Youth were the 
exception to this rule.  There were a mass of young adults witnessed 
congregating and socializing outside of Nile Theater.  Outside 
of special events, Main Street lacks sustained activity with few 
businesses that are open into the evening.  Most striking is the 
difference between Main Street and the draw and recognition of a 
Mill Avenue or Old Town Scottsdale.

Demographic analysis shows an older population in Mesa’s 
downtown than expected.  Surveys from various sources indicate 
that the young adult population is a critical demographic to 
accommodate in urban places.  According to a recent American 
Public Transportation Association (APTA) survey, even large 
segments of the Millennial Generation (those born between 1982 
and 2003) with children are committed to living in an urban setting 
for the long term.  They largely choose to live in areas with transit 
accessibility and are pragmatic with their transportation choice 
with a focus on saving money, seeking convenience and a healthy 
lifestyle.1

Given the preferences of the Millennial Generation, it makes 
these youthful urban-seeking, college-bound or college-educated 
individuals a desired demographic when planning for a successful 
downtown.  Mesa has plenty to offer Millennials in the coming 
years.  Already with a mix of colleges in the downtown, nearby 

1  http://www.apta.com/resources/reportsandpublications/Documents/
APTA-Millennials-and-Mobility.pdf 
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restaurants and bars, incoming light rail, and attractively priced 
housing, downtown Mesa is prime for a transformation.  Of course, 
plans ought to consider current residents and not displace them, but 
rather take advantage of many infill opportunities that exist where 
mostly underutilized surface parking exists.

Mesa’s downtown offers an excess of free parking spots that do 
not generate any direct revenue for the City.  Experts in parking 
strategies, like Donald Shoup, would argue that free parking 
comes with a very high price.  The price of parking, he argues, 
is bared by everyone and encourages more driving and personal 
automobile ownership through economic distortions and drivers not 
taking ownership of the costs of the space their car requires.2  Eran 
Ben-Joseph, author of ReThinking a Lot: The Design and Culture of 
Parking argues that the space the automobile occupies, especially 
in a surface parking lot in the urban system, is a complete 
disruption and a neglected oversight.  These surface parking lots 
can cover over a third of the metropolitan footprint.3  This is fitting 
criticism of downtown Mesa, and the City ought to consider how to 
make better use of its real estate.

With regard to parking, there are good practices exhibited in 
the City’s Form Based Code.  Features such as maximum parking 
spaces allowed and minimum parking spaces waived are some 
best practices being exhibited by the FBC.  We have prepared 
a table highlighting where the best practices are applied and 
not applied by transect.  Consideration for expanding these best 
practices is advised.

2  http://freakonomics.com/2013/03/13/parking-is-hell-a-new-
freakonomics-radio-podcast/ 
3  Eran Ben-Joseph, ReThinking a Lot: The Design and 
Culture of Parking. The MIT Press, 2012.

One idea for making better use of city-owned parking lots is to 
lease the air space above these parking lots to allow for private 
development above.  This would allow for more infill development 
opportunities, especially within the 5-minute walk-sheds of future 
light rail stations.  A conceptual image is provided to show how an 
city-owned parking structure could be redesigned for apartments.  
Retaining ownership allows for 
opportunities to subsidize the 
cost of housing (by reducing 
the price of the lease), if the 
City chooses to do so.  This 
subsidy would not cost the tax 
payers anymore than the surface 
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parking lot is already costing them, depending on how a deal is 
structured for construction.

Overall, with waived requirements for parking, it frees up a lot of 
infill opportunities for development in the downtown area where an 
estimated 20,000 on-site parking spots can be found.

Reducing parking requirements and seeking to house more 
Millennials downtown is a pairing of complementary strategies.  
Also fitting is the study that is underway at Valley Metro to include 
a new transit station for downtown Mesa.  The City of Mesa 
Downtown Transit Center is envisioned to serve bus routes 40, 
112, and 120, Mesa downtown Buzz, and the Light Rail station.  
In a coarse review of amenities of west Mesa, housing density, 
parks, and schools, it seems that an expanded BUZZ network 
for neighborhood circulation may be viable.  New routes would 
connect multifamily housing with spring training stadiums, schools, 
parks, and downtown which will feature a new public plaza.  
This is a great opportunity to expand alternative transpiration 
opportunities that should not be overlooked with funding available 
from Proposition 400 and the Federal Transit Administration.4

Our team mapped the attractions scattered across the downtown 
landscape.  This exploratory exercise inspired the idea of 
enhancing the connections between nearby amenities with a 
network of linear green pathways that surround the hub of activity 
at the central plaza.  The network creates connections between 
existing green spaces around the downtown as well as creates an 
inviting recreational path for exercise during the pleasant times 
of the year.  Trail nodes have been placed within the existing 
green spaces with nearby parking for those who may drive to take 
advantage of the urban recreational opportunity.

We also plotted where the public space was found in the 
downtown.  A strong north-south corridor of space is observed that 

4  http://www.valleymetro.org/projects_and_planning/project_detail/
city_of_mesa_downtown_transit_center1 

runs from the Mesa Amphitheater to the Mesa Arts Center.  Along 
the way we find a convention center, the library, a post office, City 
Hall, City services, and a future light rail station.  This corridor 
has a distinctively different use and expectation from visitors than 
the east-west corridor which is dominated by private commercial 
uses.  There is one parcel within the plaza site that is privately 
owned, and this is an opportunity for the City to work together in 
partnership to accentuate a prime corner of Mesa’s downtown and 
an integral piece to our plaza design concept.

Mesa’s downtown has a lot to offer, but if it is to enhance its 
strengths and capitalize on the opportunity to be an arts and 
entertainment destination then it will require enhancing the options 
available to its audience.  Fortunately, research indicates that the 
arts industry performs better in close proximity to competition.  
Competition might be confused as oversaturating an area, thus 
making more arts and entertainment unmarketable.  However, 
urban economists like Richard Florida have observed that creative 
industries often thrive in when competing in close proximity and 
notes the benefits of “knowledge spillover.”  This agglomeration 
between creative-based occupations has shown to enhance 
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earnings, with high geographical concentrations having a positive 
effect in fields such as the arts, media, sciences, information 
technology, design, and engineering.5  Note that many of these 
industries benefited from agglomeration are industries within Mesa’s 
Economic Development HEAT initiative.

In addition, our concepts and perceptions are influenced by the 
idea of the creative economy.  Richard Florida argues that the future 
of the economy will be powered by human creativity.  Therefore, 
we seek to embrace creative expression within our design to 
support a creative culture.

Downtown Mesa viable reasons for expanding housing, attracting 
millennials, embracing public transit, and stimulating arts and 
entertainment, for the creation of a vibrant public plaza at any hour 
of the day.  Our design embraces the compilation of these factors 
with details that include:

•	 A multipurpose elevated walkway and shading with various 
uses that we have titled The Promenade

•	 Creation of a signature light rail station and a Downtown Transit 
Station with shared architecture 

•	 People-friendly landscaping with gentle topography (that is also 
ADA compliant)

•	 Inviting turf for seating and gathering
•	 Performance space
•	 Two new buildings (and retaining all public buildings)
•	 Building One mixed use building to support the arts and 

entertainment at the lower levels with multiple stories of 
housing above located in the southeast corner of the Plaza

•	 Building Two serves as a mixed use parking structure 
featuring commercial first floor and space on every floor to be 
adaptable or convertible to office space

•	 Building Two also includes an interactive display facade that 
we titled the Digital Playground

5  Gabe, Todd , and Jaison R. Abel. “Agglomeration of 
Knowledge,” Urban Studies 48(7) (May 2011): 1353–1371.

A foremost concern is for the plaza to accommodate a large event 
of 25,000 people for Mesa’s largest public events.  Our assessment 
of the site showed the space was undersized, so we wanted to 
address that shortcoming by not going out to capture more space, 
but instead go up which offers a variety of benefits.  The strongest 
benefits are to make the plaza uniquely intense and allows 
pedestrian traffic to enter and exit from a building from more than 
the ground floor enhancing the commercial viability of  floors than 
the ground floor like an outdoor mall.  We have titled this elevated 
walk The Promenade.
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Circulation of a site that hosts big events is always critical.  First, 
the site needs to be inviting and offer visual cues as to entry points 
and crowd control.  The Promenade offers an elevated connection 
point unimpeded by vehicular traffic from as far south as the Mesa 
Arts Center and as far north as the Convention Center with many 
ramps connecting pedestrians to the ground between these points of 
interest.  We envision the topside of The Promenade to have points 
with shade, art displays, vender stands, seating, mountain views 
and even doubles as an elevated stage for certain performances 
(using The Promenade as  a performance platform will be 
expanded upon later when introducing our Digital Playground 

concept).  Perhaps most importantly, it serves as a grand entry 
point for those arriving via light rail as we have shown the structure 
shrouds the Main Street and Center future light rail station.

The Promenade is constructed out of a 
module design component comprised 
of lightweight corten steel framing.  The 
modules can either be fully closed to 
create a walking surface, or use a metal 
lattice that provides filtered shade.  
The module design is easily adapted 
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to expand in the future if The Promenade proves to be successful 
and the architectural form of it expands throughout the downtown 
helping to provide an visual identity for the entire downtown.  
Under our initial proposal, we have The Promenade connecting 
to the two newly proposed buildings on site.  It would serve as a 
bridge over both Main Street and First Street.  Within the Plaza, we 
have closed Pepper Street to provide a contiguous landscape.

At the ground level of the Plaza, our landscaping focuses turf in 
the central gathering space that offers a gentle slope to orient 
visitors to the circular pad.  This turf makes for comfortable seating 
lawn while enjoying a performance.  The performance circle is 
hardscaped with a backdrop constructed of the same materials as 
The Promenade.  At the southeast end of the backdrop, there is an 
east side entryway with a focal point into the site that frames the 
new Building Two with a large portion of the The Promenade that 
can serve as yet another potential performance stage.

All landscaping is supported through a 
sustainable water harvesting and bio-
filtration system that irrigates a large 
portion of the vegetation on site.  The 
retention pond near Building One also 
serves as a microclimate modifier to 
improve comfort through the summer 
months and is ideal for deck seating for 
outdoor dining.

The last major intervention for 
landscaping is a feature we have titled The Orchard.  The Orchard 
is located near the Community Development building and connects 
to the future Bus Transit Center.  Its focus is to provide a dense tree 
canopy with plentiful natural shade and a quaint picnic or other 
social gatherings.  Vegetation in The Orchard is supported by pre-
existing flood irrigation and preserves the large tree on site.  In fact, 
all large trees are preserved on site, like those on the north side of 
the Technology Building.  Although for areas outside The Orchard 
and the Performance Lawn, we have removed that turf to offset the 
overall water consumption.

The eastern facade of Building Two offers a unique feature that will 
captivate the attention of its visitors, especially in the evening hours.  
The facade mirrors the display of a game played on a smart phone 
on the site.  The digital management of this could be controlled and 
designed for creative interaction beyond games, offering multiuser 
interactive digital artworks.  With it serving as a digital display and 
a backdrop to The Promenade, it can complement performances 
with dynamic light shows.  These features embody the creativity we 
seek to inspire in visitors and performers in the Plaza.  The Digital 
Playground is an investment in the infrastructure that supports 
collaboration between technologist and artist.  This collaboration is 
to serve the Plaza with a one-of-a-kind spectacle that serves to draw 
in the public and activate the space.
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Other uses within Building Two is envisioned as primarily a parking 
garage with modern architectural features that allow the space to 
be utilized creatively for events or remodeled for office space as 
necessary.  The ground floor is permeable for pedestrian access 
into the Plaza and also houses approximately 10,000 square feet 
of commercial space.  The levels of parking are easily adapted to 
accommodate a desired amount of parking, keeping in mind that 
this structure is situated between two transit stations serving both 
light rail and regional bus lines 40, 112, and 120.  Multiple transit 
modes adjacent to the Plaza will likely reduce the demand for 
visitor parking.

Building One, like Building Two is also mixed use, but takes on 
a different set of programs.  The ground floor is envisioned as 
restaurant and bars.  The second floor is envisioned to house a 
small arts cinema or comedy club.  The tower of floors that extend 
above these commercial uses is thought to serve multifamily 
housing.  These apartments would put young urban dwellers in 
the heart of downtown Mesa where they would have access to 
alternative forms of transportation, colleges, and entertainment.  
Resident and visitor parking requirements could be met with 
underground parking.  Residents who do not require parking ought 

to be rewarded with a discount instead of subsidizing the cost of 
parking for other car-owning residents.  To build the cost of parking 
into every resident’s rent regardless of use only encourages car-
ownership.

Building One has been designed to complement the Plaza.  The 
building’s footprint crosses property lines between private and City 
ownership.  This is an opportunity for a partnership that enhances 
the Plaza’s amenities and creates a signature piece of architecture 
for on a prime corner of the downtown.  We have designed a 
central pedestrian corridor running from Main Street into the 
Plaza through the ground floor.  The Plaza side of Building One 
features water retention ponds (largely of gray water captured 
from residents) with deck seating.  The facade of Building One 
complements the materials used in The Promenade.  The metal mesh 
serves as a self-shading building skin which reduces solar gain and 
reducing energy use while providing privacy for windows that face 
out through the metal mesh.  Generous balconies are also a feature 
of the apartments so that residents have a front row seat to the 
activities of the Plaza.
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And finally, north of the Plaza sits the frequently visited library.  
Many newly arriving colleges to Mesa point to the public library 
as also the student library.  This suggests an opportunity to make 
the library a central hub of student activity for all colleges.  The 
college students would benefit from a unified student union and 
provide networking opportunities across campuses.  Mesa has 
already shown interest in modernizing the uses of public libraries 
through the program called THINKspot.  This library could also host 
a THINKspot where technology training can occur along with other 
workforce training needs.  With residents and students working 
in close proximity, there is also a greater chance of knowledge 
spillovers to occur.

Adjacent to the site of the library are loading docks of the Post 
Office surrounded by security fencing.  Our team envisions the 
site of the Post Office also being part of this remodel to enhance 
the north-south connection throughout The Promenade’s enhanced 
corridor.  In fact, the remodeled library could serve as the third 
building to be connected by The Promenade.  This site is also 
among the closest to the suggested site of the Downtown Transit 
Center, making it even more accessible to potential users.

Capitalizing on the underutilized space in downtown Mesa and 
within the Plaza certainly has the potential to change the future of 
Mesa.  Already embracing an urban vision with the extension of 
the light rail and the adoption of the Form Based Code, Mesa has 
signaled it is open to exciting changes.  The ideas shared here 
for infill development, complete streets, attracting millennials, and 
designing a world-class Plaza help round out that effort.  Making a 
commitment and statement in downtown can establish Mesa as a 
well-deserved destination for those in the region and beyond.
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